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Dear Fellow Marketer:
Think of the last time you were disappointed with something you bought. Or a time
when you felt let down by a service provider.
When you boil down the experience, whatever the details, it distills into one simple
yet potent pool called unmet expectations. You were counting on better quality,
faster service, more information, an actual person to talk to – something of value to
you at the point where you were on your buyer’s journey. (More about this path on
page 4.)
When you take a few steps back while wearing your business owner’s or marketer’s
hat, it’s easy to see why it’s critical to fully understand your customers, their pain
points, and where you can provide value and when. Buyer personas can help. They
are semi-fictional representations of your ideal customers based on market research
and real data about your existing ones. Learn how to document and use your buyer
personas on pages 2-3.
Turning the focus to you, now is the right time to take inventory of your marketing
and sales materials to catch inconsistencies, mixed messages, outdated content –
anything that’s misaligned with your organization as it should be represented today.
See pages 10-11 for more on this activity called a communications audit.
No doubt you’re working hard to hit all the right notes with your marketing
messaging, campaign timing and channel selection. Do we have a choice of channels
anymore? We’ve been told since the digital revolution that our customers want us to
be omni-channel.
Or do they? According to a 2017 study by the CMO Council, customers say they don’t
expect brands to be everywhere all the time. More precisely, they want marketing
communications to match where they are on the buying journey to ensure a positive
customer experience. Think back to your own experiences.
Buyer personas and a communications audit are two important tools for strategic
marketing planning. Once you set your business goals for the coming year, your
marketing activities should fall underneath to support them. Beginning on page 7,
we’ll help you get started on a comprehensive 2018 marketing plan.
Let us know the top challenges you’re facing, and let’s work together to find the right
solutions.
Happy Marketing,
From your friends at Allegra
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BUYER PERSONAS
Know What Makes Your Customers Tick
By Dave Taylor
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D e m o gra p hics
Creating buyer personas can be an important part of the marketing and branding
process. They help a company imagine their customers in a more fully-dimensional
way by going well beyond demographics into psychographic territory.

F

or instance, knowing that many of your customers

members of their work team, or are twice as likely to

are women, ages 24-45, is a basic demographic

volunteer for community service, can provide valuable

snapshot. Knowing that within that group are customer
personas who see themselves as mentors to younger

02

insight into how to market to them.

A key part of developing reliable personas
is to use actual market research to back them up.
Don’t wing it or base them on a few good customers.

There are different formulas for creating buyer

software problem du jour. For her, speed equates with

personas, but most contain elements such as:

stress reduction. You can easily adapt to winning this

•B
 asic demographics (age, income, marital status,
rent/own)

persona’s trust by solving her daily problems quickly.
Later, as you earn her trust, you can introduce how you

•B
 ackground (professions, responsibilities, interests)

can help her avoid daily problems with a better system.

•P
 rofessional and personal goals

Or, she may be more apt to introduce you to the person

•C
 hallenges to achieving the goals

who can make that decision.

The content for these elements is highly relevant to your
brand and what your products or services are, of course.

No Guessing Games

Other components to a persona can include real quotes

A key part of developing reliable personas is to use

that reflect typical attitudes, common objections to
buying your product or service, and how your company
and your brand can serve them well and make them a
loyal customer.

actual market research to back them up. Don’t wing it or
base them on a few good customers. Conduct surveys,
find out how your customers spend their day and listen
to how they make requests to get insight into their

For example, let’s say you’re marketing a computer
services business. Much of what you can provide is
high-level planning and integration of company-wide
computer systems.

thinking patterns.
A good tip from buyerpersona.com: Don’t reverse
engineer your product to fit a persona. For example,
if your selling proposition is, “We sell affordable

But some of your customers are administrative

turnkey website solutions,” don’t simply say that

assistants with smaller companies who perform many

Buyer Persona A is looking for turnkey website

tasks during the day. We’ll call this persona, “The Cat

solutions. Far more likely, and again research will

with Many Hats.” You determine that this persona is

help verify this, is this buyer wants a better website

more likely to be female, feels stressed all day long

but fears a drawn-out development process like the

and juggles many projects at once. She doesn’t know

last one she experienced.

computers very well and is trying to get a lot done
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. each day.

Buyer personas can reflect your current customer base
or they can be aspirational. It’s important to know the

“Computer repair” sounds limiting to you, as you see

difference. The persona analysis should recognize that a

your brand as providing sophisticated solutions to a

new market may be a tough audience to reach, and new

wide range of companies and organizations. However,

strategies for persuading this prospect type may have

this persona is not likely to initially respond well to a

to be developed.

“computer systems expertise” message that you want
to deliver.

Creating a few buyer personas can really help a
marketing team focus the brand and develop appealing

What she wants is a troubleshooter that can get there

messages that resonate with their customer base. It’s a

quickly after she calls and solve the equipment or

subjective exercise, but one that can bring great clarity. n

Dave Taylor is the founder of Taylor Brand Group. He focuses on finding consumer insights using
traditional and non-traditional research techniques. He speaks regularly on branding and marketing
topics and has published more than 200 articles on related subjects.
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R EAC H I N G C O N S U M E R S A LO N G T H E I R J O U R N E Y

It t akes 7 to 13 touchpoints to generate a lead.*

Word of mouth
Print,
Radio, TV
Public
relations

{

{

56% visit a company’s website
after reading direct mail

Source: InfoTrends, 2015

Online ads
Signs,
Billboards

Awareness
Why do I care?

72% would rather connect through
multi-channel marketing

Source: Consumer Insights Survey, 2012

Online
reviews

Email,
Lead nurturing

Consideration

Every Door
Direct Mail®,
Neighbourhood
Search Engine
Mail™
Optimization
(SEO)
Website,
Videos, Blogs,
Social media

Targeted
direct mail

Why should I buy?

{

Brand folders

Product sheets

Brochures,
Collateral

38% will stop engaging if the

website content/layout is unattractive
Source: Adobe, 2015

eCommerce
user experience

Purchase

Why should I buy now?

Promotional
flyers

Signage,
Point-of-purchase displays

{

Opt-in for future
marketing

Existing customers are 50% more
likely to try new products
Source: Invespcro, 2014

Retention

Newsletters

Direct
mail

What’s next?

Promotional Rewards
program
items

Email

{

Online reviews

Advocacy

Customer
surveys

*Source: DMA, 2016
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How can I tell others?

Content
sharing

Thank you
cards

Peer recommendations carry
10 times the weight

Source: McKinsey, 2013

Referral
programs

Advocates spread
awareness

CASE STUDY: How we help customers meet their goals

New Logo Brings New Smiles
to a Dentures Provider

Background
A dentures provider was dissatisfied with
inconsistencies in their branding. Most problematic,

BEFORE

the company’s logo was causing confusion among
prospective customers. Featuring a single tooth,
the logo seemed to imply isolated dental care
rather than more comprehensive, full-mouth
dental restoration.
To address these misperceptions, the client sought
a revised logo with immediate visual clarity and
prominently featuring the word, “denture.” The
company name was considered a secondary
element. A full set of teeth, they felt, was

AFTER

preferable to depicting just one. Above all,
a simple, customer-friendly re-design would be
key, as many of their patients were elderly or
non-native English speakers.
Like many projects, this one required a quick
turnaround on a limited budget, typical for a
small business.

Solution
BrandBUILDER™ delivered the creative results
quickly. Using an online form, the client answered
a series of questions about their preferred new
logo style, colors, type fonts and other design
considerations.
one featuring an apple with a bite taken out of it to
The service also offered three choices – BASIC,

convey the confidence a person could gain with a

PLUS or PREMIUM – with increasing levels of

new set of dentures. It also incorporated an “arc”

project deliverables and pricing. The selected

of dots suggesting a full set of teeth and a smile!

BASIC package included three logo concepts.
The chosen design would be applied to a business

The company extended the application of the new

card, letterhead and envelope.

logo to exterior signage. n

Results

Need a quick, easy and affordable way
to revamp your identity materials?
Ask us if BrandBUILDER is right for you.

With BrandBUILDER, the client had three new logo
options. Pleased with all the concepts, they picked
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MARKETING PLANNING:

How to Get from

Point A to Point B ...
and Beyond

P

lanning a trip can be exciting and time consuming. Organized types may
spend just as many days in detail-oriented preparation as they do on the

actual excursion. Where do we want to go? How are we going to get there?
What activities will be on the itinerary? What are we willing to miss? How
much are we going to spend?

Sounds a lot like marketing planning.
While “winging it” can sometimes result in unexpected
and delightful vacation memories, it’s far less likely
your marketing programs will benefit by improvising.
Consider:

•

Marketers spend just 36% of their week on their
primary job duties.1

•

Nearly half of 1,000 small business owners surveyed
say they don’t know whether they’re marketing
effectively – and 14% know they aren’t.2

•

Only 29% of people want to talk to a salesperson to
learn more about a product.3

Having a written, strategic marketing plan as your
roadmap is essential for focus when you deal with a
lot of distractions. Among many advantages, it allows
you to address your organization’s big-picture goals,
connect the dots between your marketing activities, and
coordinate your messaging so it’s getting to the right
people when they want to know it. (See page 4 for more

on the buyer’s journey.)
Marketing Insider recently spoke to Mark
Potter, CEO of Conduit Inc., a content
marketing organization producing
publications and community-building
programs. We wanted Mark’s take on the
planning process and key considerations for preparing
your 2018 marketing plan. His thoughts follow.
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Q

MI: What business-related
questions should be

answered before tackling a
strategic marketing plan?

A

POTTER: I think you
have to be very

specific with defining who
you serve and create the
vision that corresponds

with that market. When you
are explicitly clear on that, you
can start to turn your attention to a short list of goals. In
fact, the creation of those goals is easier when you are
clear about who you serve. (See page 2 for more on

buyer personas.)

Q

MI: What should be the balance between customer
acquisition and customer retention?

POTTER: For allocating resources, customer
retention is much less expensive than customer

acquisition. So, I believe you must devote the lion’s
share of your time to retention and developing devout
followers.
Today, people buy from only those whom they trust on
some level. And they have all the tools at their disposal
for cocooning themselves. Therefore, the opportunities
to develop a relationship are fewer and certainly more
challenging.
I am not saying you should not spend time on acquisition,
but I might redefine it as community development rather
than acquisition. Create an environment where they can

MI: Some new marketers tend to think about their

find you as opposed to you knocking on their door.

tactics in isolation. How do you take a marketing

plan from tactical to strategic?

A

Q
A

POTTER: Typically, the process is reversed and
would be focused on translating a strategic

marketing plan into tactics. In other words, strategy
means nothing without execution. So, it follows that our
objectives drive our overall strategies relative to a defined
market, and specific action plans are built to make those
strategies come to life.
In turn, I think it is critical to limit both the strategies and
the action plans in number, and timestamp them with hard
deadlines. This allows us to focus on the things we can
truly accomplish and eliminates distraction.

Q
A

MI: How do you measure the impact of brand
awareness tactics?

POTTER: What provides the most bang for your
buck? I think that connecting your sales

performance to the size or velocity of your community
makes sense. If you can correlate a good stretch of
sales to a robust community that is engaged with your
activities, then that is a relevant measure.
However, investments as line items don’t necessarily mean
anything. As an example, if you invest in a print ad and
sales don’t move, then some would abandon it. I think
ROI can provide some insight, but by itself, a single tactic
cannot stand alone.
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So, I believe you must devote the
lion’s share of your time to retention
and developing devout followers.
– Mark Potter, CEO of Conduit Inc.

Q
A

MI: How do you define “customer experience”?

POTTER: It has a lot to do with the level of intimacy
between customer and brand. My experiences are

always more valuable with my loved ones than complete
strangers. So, if the brand or company become part of the
customer’s life, then the experience will be greater.

Q
A

MI: What can an SMB do to enhance the customer
experience?

POTTER: I am biased, but they should commit to
the publishing process. It is not motivated by selling

and allows companies to explore, research and develop
relationships within their target markets.

Q
A

MI: Where can marketing efficiencies be built in,
in time and/or dollars?

POTTER: I think marketing gets inefficient because
of the pressure for ROI, and the validation of effort

contradicts the real reason the organization exists in the first
place. The greatest brands on earth invest their time and
effort in connecting at the most granular levels. They do the

Q
A

MI: How can marketers better integrate with their
sales counterparts?

POTTER: Make them a part of the publishing
process within a specific market segment.

Too often, the salespeople are organized around the
Industrial Age mindset of selling products and services.
But that means that what they are selling is a commodity
and they do not exist for that.
They must dedicate themselves to communities with
common denominators and evolve to be defined by that
community and not by the product or service they sell.

Q
A

MI: Any advice for the next generation of
marketers?

POTTER: Go talk to people and check your ego
at the door. Our world is missing some manners

and when young people engage with veterans and have
genuine curiosity about the past, they gain knowledge.

stuff that does not scale before trying to scale. The efficiency

Most people don’t do that. They simply Google something

of marketing begins with the person in the corner office and

and move forward. But, information is not knowledge.

their commitment to textbook strategic marketing.

Go seek it out for yourself and have some first-person

Q
A

experience. n
MI: In terms of content, where do you place a
premium: volume or value?

POTTER: Both. I don’t see value in putting out
content just for the sake of putting out content.

I think you need to have an ongoing conversation which
is the publishing process. This creates relevant content
at the appropriate time and in the appropriate quantity.

Workfront, 2015
Infusionsoft & LeadPages, 2016
3
HubSpot, 2017
1
2
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Time for
for Your
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Time
Brand Audit?
Audit?
Brand

K

Tips to keep consistency in your communications

10

P
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eriodically, it makes good sense to cast a critical
eye on your identity materials, marketing and sales
collateral, and online presence to ensure they are

aligned with your current branding.



DO triage.

Whether your “fix list” is short or robust, prioritize your
revisions. Quick changes should be done first as well as
edits to those pieces that are most broadly circulated. Give

Going through this process, called a communications or

yourself a month to bring these current. Over the course of

brand audit, allows you to see where old graphics and

the next year, schedule the development of new pieces to

outdated messaging are still making their way into the world.

replace the ones that don’t make the cut.

What’s the harm, you ask?
Marketers and brand managers surveyed by Demand Metric



Research Plus said branding inconsistencies result in market

Maintaining brand standards can be even more challenging

confusion (71%), damage credibility (56%) and make it harder

for multi-location companies, those with hundreds of

to compete (30%). Other potential fallout: Inconsistency can

documents, or with materials that require frequent updates.

jeopardize trademark status, hinder your ability to generate

Centralizing control with an online ordering system prevents

leads and interrupt the sales cycle.

satellite offices from going “rogue” with unapproved

It’s natural for a business to evolve over time. Even young
companies that start with the basics transition into more
regular customer communications, lead generation

DO embrace technology.

materials, ensures proper branding, and saves time and
money. (Talk to us to learn more about a web-to-print online/
document management solution and if it’s right for you.)

promotions and brand awareness activities.



The following are some dos and don’ts to keep you focused

If you find a lot of variations in branding, it might be time

on your review. Set aside time to gather everything in one
place – at a desk, on a table or in conference room – and get
started. You should end up with three “piles”: keep, revise
and throw away or delete.



DO know your standards.

Most companies have an identity standards manual that
outlines proper logo usage, preferred fonts and stylistic
requirements. In its place, have an audit checklist to
evaluate trademark usage, graphic design and content
standards, even a current cost guide if your sales materials
include pricing.



DON’T assume someone else is watching.

to recirculate your standards guide and get tougher with
enforcement. Assign the responsibility of managing brand
standards and communicate your internal approval process.



DON’T overlook channel integration.

Avoid market confusion by striving for a seamless brand
experience across your online and offline touchpoints.
The most successful campaigns integrate print and digital.
Driving prospects to an outdated website via a new mailer
or brochure with an updated logo and graphics or vice versa,
can be a credibility buster. n

DO read for tone and messaging.

Have your services changed? Target markets grown? Is some
of your messaging too narrow or too broad as a result? Once
you do a first pass based on the look and feel, do a second
review to drill down into the finer points of your messages,
both online and off.

The final word: DON’T go it
alone. Contact us for support
and ideas on how to present
your brand in ways that build
trust with your key audiences.
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•	85% of consumers remember the advertiser giving
them a promotional product.2
•	Promotional products are kept on average for eight
months.3
•	56% of consumers who responded to direct mail went
online or visited the physical store.4
With so many choices, what do you put in a “lumpy” or
dimensional mail campaign?
“Pick a product that is useful, because it’s more likely
the recipient will keep it,” says Kirsten Bjork-Jones, ASI’s

Put a New Spin on
Your Direct Mail

WITH PROMO
PRODUCTS

Global Impressions Study shows about eight out of 10
consumers rank usefulness as the most important
product attribute.”
Pens and USB drives are rated as the top two practical
product choices among North American consumers
surveyed. Together, even better! “A pen with a USB drive
can provide an opportunity for brand exposure beyond
your company name, website and logo,” Bjork-Jones says.

I

“Product or service information, special offers and videos

gadgets are among the top four most-searched terms for

Or for your pennies. At less than a cent, promo products

the past three months.

have a lower cost-per-impression (CPI) than television

f you just can’t get enough of 2017’s stress-busting fidget
spinners, you’re not alone. According to web search

data from the Advertising Specialty Institute (ASI), the toy

Stress balls, bags and water bottles have long been popular
giveaways at trade shows, expos and company events. Top
direct marketers now are adding new dimension – and even

can be loaded on the USB sticks, giving you even more
bang for your buck.”

advertising, national magazine advertising and newspaper
ads, and have a comparable CPI to radio and internet
advertising, according to ASI.

motion with spinners – to their direct mail by incorporating

For your next targeted direct mail campaign, set your

unexpected logoed items in their campaigns.

envelope aside and try a box or tube, both standouts in

Already a strong performer, your direct mail gets added lift
with dimension, and your brand gains long-term exposure
when mail recipients keep and use your logoed promotional
item for months to come.
It’s important to note:
•	A dimensional mailer can outperform a flat mailing by up
to 300%, and at 5.49%, has the highest response rate of
any direct response medium.1

12

Director of Marketing, Distributor Services. “Our 2016

a mailbox or slot. They can be simple and one color or
printed with your campaign’s key message and graphical
theme. n
Looking for ways to elevate your direct mail
marketing and drive greater interest and response?
Let us know; we can help.
Data & Marketing Association, 2017
Advertising Specialty Institute 2016
4
Infotrends, 2016

1
2,3

11%

AGES 15-24:
Multiple touchpoints that add
value/social communities to
connect with other fans

What is the
most critical
attribute of
the customer
experience?

36%

AGES 25-34:
Social communities to connect with
other fans

26%

AGES 35-44:
Rich content to engage and spark
my interest

23%

AGES 45-54:
Always on, automated service
options

23%

AGES 55-64:
Knowledgeable staff that is ready to assist
whenever and wherever I need it

20%

AGES 65 AND UP:
A person to speak with, regardless of time
or location

Source: THE CUSTOMER IN CONTEXT
Understanding the Real Expectations of Today’s
Connected Customer, SAP Hybris, CMO Council, 2017

YOUR BRAND:

UNRIVALED...OR

UNRAVELED?
Get your FREE self-assessment guide!
Whether your business is B2B, B2C or you represent a nonprofit,
this guide can help you to tie together your branding across
multi-channels to improve awareness, reach new customers or
donors … and grow!

YOUR

UNRIVABRAND:
UNRAVLED...OR

ELED?

A busines
s se
to help yo lf-assessment gui
de
u build aw
create in
arenes
terest an
d drive g s,
rowth

We’ll help you evaluate your brand through a series of
questions, like:
• Your Logo – Strong brands help build strong businesses,
including attracting new customers and commanding higher prices
over competitors. Is your logo working hard enough for your company?
• Printed Materials – Nearly three-fourths of U.S. consumers and 67% of Canadian consumers say they prefer
direct mail for brand communications. Are you using the right channels to reach your customers?
• Interior & Exterior Signage – Half of consumers say they drove past a business they were looking for
because of poor signage. Are you missing out on foot traffic?

Ask us for your FREE copy
of this must-have resource for your marketing library!

